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ANY COUNTEREXAMPLE TO MAKIENKO’S
CONJECTURE IS AN INDECOMPOSABLE
CONTINUUM
CLINTON P. CURRY, JOHN C. MAYER, JONATHAN MEDDAUGH,
AND JAMES T. ROGERS, JR.
Abstract. Makienko’s conjecture, a proposed addition to Sul-
livan’s dictionary, can be stated as follows: The Julia set of a
rational function R : C∞ → C∞ has buried points if and only if
no component of the Fatou set is completely invariant under the
second iterate of R. We prove Makienko’s conjecture for rational
functions with Julia sets that are decomposable continua. This is a
very broad collection of Julia sets; it is not known if there exists a
rational functions whose Julia set is an indecomposable continuum.
Dedicated to Bob Devaney on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
1. Introduction
Let R : C∞ → C∞ be a rational function, where C∞ denotes the
Riemann sphere. The Fatou set of R, denoted F (R), is the domain of
normality for the family of functions {Ri | i ∈ N}. A component of
the Fatou set is called a Fatou component. The Julia set of R, denoted
J(R), is the complement of F (R). In the case that the degree of R is
not one, the Julia set is a non-empty, compact, perfect subset of C∞.
It is well-known that J(Rn) = J(R) and F (Rn) = F (R) for any integer
n ≥ 1.
A set X is said to be completely invariant under R provided that
R(X) = X = R−1(X). Both J(R) and F (R) are completely invariant
under R. In fact, J(R) is the smallest closed subset of C∞ which is
completely invariant under R and contains at least three points [Bea91].
On the other hand, the Fatou set may have large subsets that are
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completely invariant under R. For example, if R is a polynomial, then
the basin of attraction of infinity is a completely invariant component
of the Fatou set. If R(z) = z−2, then the Fatou set of R has no
completely invariant component, while the Fatou set of R2(z) = z4 has
two completely invariant components.
A point of the Julia set is said to be buried if it does not belong to
the boundary of a Fatou component. The set of all buried points of the
Julia set of a map is called the residual Julia set. McMullen [McM88]
presented the first rational maps with non-empty residual Julia sets.
He showed that functions of the form z 7→ zn + λ/zd have Julia sets
homeomorphic to the product of a Cantor set and a Jordan curve when-
ever 1/n + 1/d < 1 and λ is sufficiently small. In this case, there are
uncountably components of the Julia set which do not intersect the
boundary of any Fatou component. Later, John Milnor and Tan Lei
[ML93] and Devaney, Look, and Uminsky [DLU05] exhibited rational
functions with Julia sets homeomorphic to the Sierpinski carpet. It is
well-known that the residual Julia set is then a connected dense Gδ
subset.
Interestingly, the known examples of Julia sets which have non-empty
residual Julia sets are precisely the examples for which no Fatou com-
ponent has a finite grand orbit. Peter M. Makienko made the following
conjecture.
Makienko’s Conjecture. Let R : C∞ → C∞ be a rational function.
The Julia set J(R) has buried points if and only if there is no completely
invariant component of the Fatou set of R2.
This conjecture was formulated as a possible entry in Sullivan’s dic-
tionary in 1990 [EL90] as a parallel to a theorem of Abikoff. Note that
one direction is easily proved with facts already given. Specifically, if a
Fatou component F is completely invariant under R2, then ∂F is also
completely invariant, closed, and consists of more than three points,
so ∂F = J(R). The example z 7→ 1
z2
illustrates why one must exam-
ine the Fatou set of R2. However, it is known [Bea91, Theorem 9.4.3]
that a rational map may have at most two completely invariant Fatou
components, in which case the Julia set is a simple closed curve.
Makienko’s conjecture has received attention in the past, with results
being limited by topological considerations. Morosawa [Mor97, Mor00]
has proved the conjecture in the cases that R is hyperbolic or subhyper-
bolic. Qiao [Qia97] has proved this conjecture under the assumption
that J(R) is locally connected, as well as in the case that J(R) is
not connected. This extends Morosawa’s results, since hyperbolic and
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subhyperbolic rational functions with connected Julia sets have the
property that J(R) is locally connected.
An interesting special case was proved by Sun and Yang [SY03]. Let
R be a rational map with exactly two critical points and of degree at
least three. Then either
(1) R satisfies Makienko’s conjecture, or
(2) J(R) is a Lakes of Wada continuum, and therefore either inde-
composable or the union of two indecomposable continua.
In [CMTT06], the second alternative is improved to J(R) being an
indecomposable continuum. We reproduce the theorem used to make
this improvement as Theorem 12 below.
This collection of results indicates that any counterexample to the
conjecture must have a complicated Julia set. The main theorem of
this paper says that the Julia set must be extremely complicated.
Theorem (Makienko’s Conjecture for Decomposable Julia Sets of Ra-
tional Maps). If R is a rational function such that J(R) has no buried
points and F (R2) has no completely invariant components, then J(R)
is an indecomposable continuum.
Recall that a continuum is decomposable if it can be written as the
union of two proper subcontinua; otherwise it is indecomposable. There
are no known examples of Julia sets which are indecomposable con-
tinua. In fact, whether or not there exists a rational function with an
indecomposable continuum as its Julia set is a well-known unsolved
problem [MR93].
2. Main Result
For this section, let R be a rational function which is a counterex-
ample to Makienko’s conjecture. Then
(1) J(R) is connected [Qia97],
(2) J(R) 6= C∞,
(3) J(R) has no buried points, and
(4) F (R2) has no completely invariant component.
Therefore, J(R) is a continuum and we will show that it is indecom-
posable.
The argument will consist of two main parts. In Subsection 2.1, we
make use the dynamics of R to prove topological facts about J(R),
ultimately that it is a continuum which is irreducible about a finite set.
In Subsection 2.2, we apply a decomposition theorem of Kuratowski to
show that the Julia set must contain an indecomposable subcontinuum
with interior, and therefore must be indecomposable by [CMTT06].
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2.1. Consequences of the Dynamics. In this section we prove our
Irreducibility Theorem 3, from which it immediately follows that a
counterexample to Makienko’s conjecture cannot be arcwise connected.
Lemma 1. There exists a periodic Fatou component U such that ∂U =
J(R).
Proof. If F is the collection of Fatou components, then
⋃
F∈F ∂F =
J(R), since J(R) has no buried points. Note that F is countable, so
the Baire Category Theorem implies that some F0 ∈ F has boundary
with interior in J(R). Since R is topologically exact, there exists k ∈ N
such that Rk(∂F0) = J(R), so R
k(F0) has boundary equal to J(R).
By Sullivan’s No Wandering Domains Theorem, Rk(F0) is eventually
periodic. Let U be the iterate which is periodic with period n, and we
see that ∂U = J(R). 
Lemma 2. There exists a Fatou component V 6= U such that Rn(V ) =
U .
Proof. Let U = U1, U2, . . . Un be the Fatou components in the cycle of
U . Suppose that such a V does not exist. Then U , and hence each
Ui, is completely invariant under R
n. Since the Fatou set of a rational
function can have at most two completely invariant components [Bea91,
Theorem 9.4.3], we see that n = 2. Thus we have arrived at the
contradiction that U is completely invariant under R2. 
A continuumK is said to be irreducible about S provided that S ⊂ K
and no proper subcontinuum of K contains S.
Theorem 3 (Irreducibility Theorem). Suppose R : C∞ → C∞ is a
rational function of degree at least 2 such that J(R) has no buried
points and F (R2) has no completely invariant component. Then J(R)
is irreducible about a finite point set.
Proof. By Lemma 1, let U be a periodic Fatou component whose bound-
ary is J(R). Without loss of generality, suppose in fact that R(U) = U .
Let V 6= U be a preimage of U . By way of contradiction, suppose J(R)
is not irreducible about any finite point set. We will arrive at a con-
tradiction by first finding a continuum K ⊂ C∞ such that
(1) K does not contain J(R),
(2) K contains all critical values of J(R), and
(3) K does not separate U .
We will use K to construct arcs A1 and A2. The arc A1 will have the
property that its endpoints lie in U and V , and the arc A2 will be in
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the Fatou set connecting the endpoints of A1, contradicting the fact
that U and V are distinct Fatou components.
Let K˜ ⊂ J(R) be a minimal subcontinuum containing a finite set
consisting of
(1) every critical value in J(R), and
(2) an accessible point on ∂F , for every Fatou component F (in-
cluding U) which meets the critical value set. (Here, accessible
means accessible from within F .)
By the assumption that J(R) is not irreducible about a finite set, we
see that K˜ 6= J(R). For each Fatou component F intersecting the
critical value set, there exists an arc in F which contains CR ∩ F and
meets J(R) exactly in a point of K˜ ∩∂F . Let K denote the continuum
composed of K˜ and these arcs. Notice that K ∩ J(R) = K˜ ( J(R),
and that K does not separate U , as required.
Let Q′ be an evenly covered open subset of C∞ \K which intersects
J(R). Since R(∂V ) = J(R), there is a component Q of R−1(Q′) which
intersects ∂V . Note that Q intersects U as well, since ∂U = J(R). Let
A1 ⊂ Q be an arc joining a point of Q ∩ U to a point of Q ∩ V . Since
U and V each map to U , and R|Q is a homeomorphism, R(A1) ⊂ Q
′ is
an arc whose endpoints lie in U . Connect the endpoints of R(A1) with
an arc A′2 ⊂ U \K.
Note that, since C ′ = R(A1)∪A
′
2 is disjoint from K, C
′ is contained
in a component of C∞ \ K. That component is a simply connected
neighborhood of C ′ containing no critical values, so each component of
R−1(C ′) maps homeomorphically onto C ′. Let C denote the component
of R−1(C ′) which contains A1.
Since R|C is a homeomorphism, we have that C is the union of A1 and
a preimage A2 of A
′
2. Since A
′
2 ⊂ U and F (R) is completely invariant,
A2 ⊂ F (R). However, A2 joins the endpoints of A1, which lie in U and
V . This contradicts that U and V are distinct Fatou components. 
Theorem 3 is a strong topological constraint on the nature of J(R).
For instance, any locally connected or path connected continuum which
is irreducible about a finite set is necessarily a tree. This recovers the
results of Qiao [Qia97] and Morosawa [Mor97, Mor00] that J(R) cannot
be locally connected. Furthermore, this additionally proves that J(R)
cannot be arcwise connected.
2.2. Applying Kuratowski’s Decomposition. The class of con-
tinua which are irreducible about a finite set contains the class of inde-
composable continua. However, being an indecomposable continuum is
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generally much stronger than being irreducible about a finite set. We
will investigate the relationship in the present context.
We first state a useful theorem from [CMR06]. See also [R98], where
a similar theorem first appeared, and [CMTT06] for variants.
Theorem 4 ( [CMR06]). Let R : C∞ → C∞ be a rational function.
Let Y be a compact subset of C∞ and let X be a nowhere dense compact
subset of Y . Then R(X) is nowhere dense in R(Y ).
A crucial topological characteristic of J(R) follows immediately.
Corollary 5. IntJ(R)(∂V ) 6= ∅.
In the present situation, we have more topological information about
the continuum J(R) – it is the boundary of one complementary domain
U , and another complementary domain V has non-empty interior in
its boundary, relative to J(R). These facts are sufficient to prove that
J(R) must contain an indecomposable subcontinuum with non-empty
interior, and therefore is itself an indecomposable continuum.
Definition 6. Suppose X ⊂ C∞ is the boundary of two connected
open sets U, V ⊂ C∞. Then X is monostratic if it is the countable
union of indecomposable subcontinua and nowhere dense subcontinua.
Kuratowski [Kur28] proved that a continuum which is the common
boundary of two regions admits a monotone decomposition to a circle
if and only if it is not monostratic. Each element of the decomposition
is the countable union of indecomposable subcontinua and nowhere
dense subcontinua of the common boundary. Thus, any element of the
decomposition which contains interior necessarily contains an indecom-
posable continuum.
Lemma 7. Let U be a simply connected open subset of C∞ with non-
degenerate boundary. Let V 6= U be a complementary domain of ∂U .
Then ∂V is the common boundary of at least two regions: V and
Comp(C∞ \ V , U), the component of C∞ \ V which contains U .
Proof. By the Boundary Bumping Theorem,
∂ Comp(C∞ \ V , U) ⊂ ∂V.
Also, observe that
∂V ⊂ U ⊂ Comp(C∞ \ V , U),
and
∂V ⊂ V ⊂ C∞ \ Comp(C∞ \ V , U).
These three inclusions imply that ∂ Comp(C∞ \ V , U) = ∂V . 
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Lemma 8. Let U ⊂ C∞ be a simply connected open set with non-
degenerate boundary. Let V 6= U be a complementary domain of ∂U
such that Int∂U(∂V ) 6= ∅. Then, if ∂V is a monostratic continuum, it
contains an indecomposable subcontinuum with interior in ∂U
Proof. If ∂V is monostratic then by definition ∂V =
⋃
∞
i=1Xi∪
⋃
∞
i=1Ai,
where each Ai is a nowhere dense subcontinuum of ∂V and each Xi
is an indecomposable continuum. Note that Int∂U(∂V ) =
⋃
∞
i=1(Xi ∩
Int∂U(∂V )) ∪
⋃
∞
i=1(Ai ∩ Int∂U(∂V )) is a Baire space, so it is not the
union of a countable collection of nowhere dense closed subsets of ∂U .
Since each Ai is nowhere dense in ∂V , and thus nowhere dense in ∂U ,
some Xi has interior in ∂U . 
Lemma 9. If X is a continuum irreducible about {a1, . . . , aN}, then
for each subcontinuum Y ⊂ X the set X\Y has at most N components.
Proof. If Y ⊂ X is a continuum and X \ Y has more than N com-
ponents, then at most N components of X \ Y can contain points of
{a1, . . . , aN}, since components are disjoint. By the Boundary Bump-
ing Theorem, the union of Y with those components is then a proper
subcontinuum of X containing {a1, . . . , aN}, contradicting that X is
irreducible about {a1, . . . , aN}. 
Lemma 10. Let X = ∂U for some simply connected open subset of
C∞ with nondegenerate boundary. Let V 6= U be a complementary
domain of X such that IntX(∂V ) 6= ∅. If X is irreducible about a finite
set and ∂V is not monostratic, then ∂V contains an indecomposable
subcontinuum with interior in X.
Proof. Suppose X is irreducible about a finite set A of cardinality N .
By Lemma 9, no subcontinuum of X can separate X into more than N
components. In particular, X \ ∂V consists of connected components
X1, . . . , Xk, where k ≤ N . Choose xi ∈ Xi ∩ ∂V , and let B denote the
finite set
B = {x1, . . . , xk} ∪ (A ∩ ∂V ).
Let m : ∂V → S1 be the monotone map guaranteed by Kuratowski.
We now consider two cases: Does m−1(m(B)) have interior in X?
Suppose first that it does. Then m−1(m(B)) is the finite union of
the continua {m−1(m(x)) | x ∈ B} which contains an open subset
of X . The Baire Category Theorem implies that there exists p ∈ B
such that M = m−1(m(p)) has interior in X . In particular, M has
interior in ∂V , and according to the Kuratowski decomposition, M =
(
⋃
∞
i=1Mi)∪ (
⋃
∞
i=1Ci) where each Mi is indecomposable, and each Ci is
a continuum of condensation of X . An argument analagous to that in
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the proof of Lemma 8 shows that some Mi has interior in X , and the
theorem is proved.
Otherwise, m−1(m(B)) is nowhere dense in X . Set
K = ∂V \m−1(m(B)),
which has non-empty interior in X since ∂V does. The set S1 \m(B)
consists of finitely many disjoint open intervals I1, . . . , In, and K =
m−1(I1) ∪ . . . ∪m
−1(In). Since K contains an open subset of X , some
m−1(Iq) contains an open subset of X . Notice that I
c
q = S
1 \ Iq is a
closed interval containing m(B). Since m is monotone, m−1(Icq) is a
subcontinuum of ∂V containing B.
Set
X ′ = X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xk ∪m
−1(Icq).
Notice that X ′ is compact since Icq is closed. That m(B) ⊂ I
c
q implies
two important facts about X ′. First, since {x1, . . . , xk} ⊂ m
−1(Icq),
we see that X ′ is connected, since each Xi is a connected set which
meets the connected set m−1(Icq ). Second, X
′ 6= X , since X1 ∪ . . . ∪
Xk ∪m
−1(Icq ) does not contain m
−1(Iq) (as m
−1(Iq) has interior in X).
Thus, X ′ is a proper subcontinuum of X containing B, contradicting
the fact that X is irreducible about that set. 
Theorem 11. Let X = ∂U for a simply connected open subset U of C∞
with nondegenerate boundary. Let V 6= U be a complementary domain
of X such that IntX(∂V ) 6= ∅. If X is irreducible about a finite set,
then ∂V contains an indecomposable continuum with interior in X.
Proof. If ∂V is monostratic, then this follows from Lemma 8. If ∂V is
not monostratic, then this follows from Lemma 10. 
Theorem 12 (Theorem 2.4 from [CMTT06]). Suppose J 6= C∞ is the
connected Julia set of a rational map of degree at least two and that
J has no buried points. If K is an indecomposable subcontinuum of J
with nonempty interior in J , then K = J .
Corollary 13 (Makienko’s Conjecture for Decomposable Julia Sets
of Rational Maps). If R is a rational function such that J(R) has no
buried points and F (R2) has no completely invariant components, then
J(R) is an indecomposable continuum.
Proof. By Lemma 1, there is a Fatou component U so that ∂U =
J(R). By Lemma 2, let V 6= U be a preimage of U . Corollary 5
gives that ∂V has interior in J(R). Theorem 3 implies that J(R) is
irreducible about some finite set. Theorem 11 shows that J(R) contains
an indecomposable subcontinuum with interior, and Theorem 12 shows
that J(R) is indecomposable. 
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3. Conclusions
It has now been demonstrated that any counterexample to Makienko
conjecture must be exceedingly complicated. In fact, it is not known if
the Julia set of a rational function can be as complicated as required
by the conclusion of our theorem. We restate here the question which
appears in [CMR06, CMTT06, MR93, R98, SY03].
Question 14. Can the Julia set of a rational function be an indecom-
posable continuum? Can the Julia set of a rational function contain
an indecomposable subcontinuum with interior?
Note that Theorem 12 indicates that the answers to these two ques-
tions are the same for polynomial Julia sets and for rational functions
whose Julia set contains no buried points.
Several authors have extended the study of Makienko’s conjecture
to transcendental and meromorphic functions. Domı´nguez and Fag-
ella [DF] survey the current state of affairs in this direction. Also see
Ng, Zheng, and Choi [NZC06], who prove Makienko’s conjecture for lo-
cally connected Julia sets of certain meromorphic functions. We do not
attempt to apply these techinques to the meromorphic case. In partic-
ular, our approach makes use of Theorem 4, which fails dramatically
for entire and meromorphic functions. A particular point of difficulty
is summarized in the following question.
Question 15. Let f be a transcendental meromorphic function. If V
is a Fatou component such that ∂V is nowhere dense in J(f), does it
follow that ∂f(V ) is also nowhere dense in J(f)?
It is also worth noting that our proof makes use of the non-existence
of wandering domains for rational functions, which in general is not
true for transcendental functions.
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